
Candidate for the 31st NCC S’ganit - Madison Harr

BBYO is only as strong as its programming, as programming is the core of this
movement. I plan to make North Carolina Council’s experiences the best that they can be. I
want to continue North Carolina Council and Eastern Region’s successful legacy through the
responsibilities that I would be fulfilling if elected. I know that North Carolina Council has the
potential to continue reaching higher and higher, and I know that I can assist with making this
council the best council in the international order. I want to elevate North Carolina Council
holistically through elevated programming, conventions, and experiences.

Firstly, I will work with the chapter S’ganim to elevate experiences on the chapter level.
Chapter programming is one of the most important aspects of BBYO, and it should be utilized. I
will oversee all chapter programming to make sure every chapter program exhibits the qualities
of WOW programming. Every chapter program will be engaging, exceptional, and memorable.
Using resources such as the seven folds, movement initiatives, and the BBYO Toolbox, along
with other resources that I provide, I know that NCC BBG’s chapter programming will be
outstanding.

Next, I will elevate experiences on the council and regional level. Conventions are
essential experiences within our region, and it is always a special time when we are all together.
Since we get to be together, as a region or council, only a few times a year, I want to make those
times extraordinary. If elected, Regional Convention 2021, along with all of the other
conventions and regional experiences, will be memorable and beyond amazing. I will utilize my
council counterparts and Regional Leadership Network chairs to ensure that the moments spent
at conventions are the best ones yet. In working with my council counterparts, the rest of NCC
BBG’s 31st board, and chairpeople, moments and programming at conventions will be varied
and diversified.

Lastly, I want to strengthen the bonds between our BBGs through inclusive and intimate
experiences at conventions. Building a bond between our fellow members is an extremely
important step to take for BBYO experiences. This responsibility doesn’t lie on only one board
member, it is the responsibility of all board members. I will make sure every program and
experience is inclusive and allows strong bonds to be made.

I plan on making 2021-2022 the best year for NCC yet. Through strong chapter and
regional experiences, along with building strong bonds, I know I can help NCC and Eastern
Region achieve great things. If elected as your 31st North Carolina Council S’ganit, every single
experience will be carefully planned out for excellence, and they will be phenomenal.


